Hi,
thanks to everybody involved in Tikiwiki development. It's a very good job.

Last year me and a group of learners in a post degree course held by Department of Science of Education of University of Padua (Italy) have used TW to create a learning enviroment derived by WebQuest (we called it OL-SECL: on line simulation enviroment for cooperative learning).

At the moment I’m using TW to create an enviroment for a Community of Pratice for a group of primay school teachers in Puglia (a region in the south of Italy) to cooperate on starting of new reform of primary school in Italy.

As soon as possible I’ll create a guest login to see what happens in both platforms. Right now everybody can reach only the two home pages at the following addresses

http://lnx.e-chirone.net/tikiwiki-1-8-4/

http://www.irrepuglia.it/wiki

Ciao

Mario Marani